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Dananjaya skittles out S Africa 
as Sri Lanka win one-day finale

COLOMBO: Akila Dananjaya claimed six scalps and
picked up widespread tributes as Sri Lanka hammered
South Africa by 178 runs in the final one-day interna-
tional yesterday. While the result did not stop South
Africa taking the series 3-2, Dananjaya’s performance
established the pint-sized 24-year-old as one of the
most threatening spinners on the international circuit.

Sri Lanka captain Angelo Mathews hit 97 off 97
balls as his side made 299 for eight off their 50 overs.
Dananjaya then ripped through the South Africa bat-
ting lineup as they aimed for the biggest target score
taken on by a visiting country at Colombo’s R.
Premadasa stadium.

The tourists were all out for 121 two balls short of 25
overs. Dananjaya, who took six for 29, became one of
just four spin bowlers with two six-wicket hauls in
one-day internationals. South African skipper Quinton
de Kock made 54, with seven fours and a six, before he
was bowled by Dananjaya.

“Akila knows what he’s doing with the ball. It’s hard
to take on someone like this when he has so many vari-
ations up his sleeve,” said de Kock, who got precious
little support. “We have batted well against him in this
series, but today he bowled really well.”

Dananjaya’s spin accounted for four of South
Africa’s top five batsmen-de Kock, Aiden Markram,
Reeza Hendricks and Heinrich Klaasen. Apart from the
captain, they managed just 23 runs between them.

Niroshan Dickwella set the tone for a determined
batting display by Sri Lanka, hitting 43 off 65 balls
before Mathews proved he is becoming a force again
after a series of injury layoffs. Mathews also started
slowly, but his final 47 runs came off just 31 balls.

“This was a performance we were looking for but it
came in the last match. “If we had been like that in the
first three games things could have been a lot differ-
ent,” said Mathews. Despite the fightback in the last
two matches of the series, Mathews insisted that the
team are still “a work in progress” as they head for the
World Cup in England next year.

“We have got about 20 more games so we are look-
ing to get better. We want to make the most of it.”

After South Africa lost both Test matches in Sri Lanka,
de Kock said it was a relief to win the one-day series.
“It is never easy coming here and winning in Sri

Lanka.” South Africa’s tour ends with a T20 game
against the Sri Lankans at the same Colombo stadium
on Tuesday. —AFP

SCOREBOARD

Sri Lanka
Niroshan Dickwella c de Kock b Phehlukwayo 43
Upul Tharanga c de Kock b Dala 19
Kusul Perera c Klaasen b Mulder 8
Kusal Mendis c de Kock b Maharaj 38
Angelo Mathews not out 97
Dhananjaya de Silva c Hendricks b Mulder 30
Thisara Perera c Amla b Phehlukwayo 13
Dasun Shanaka c Duminy b Rabada 21
Akila Dananjaya run out 5
Extras (b 10, lb 5, nb 3, w 7) 25
Total (50 overs - eight wickets) 299
Did not bat:  Suranga Lakmal, Lahiru Kumara
Fall of wickets: 1-50 (Tharanga, 8.3 ov), 2-64 (Perera, 9.6 ov), 3-114
(Dickwella, 18.6 ov), 4-142 (Mendis, 25.2 ov), 5-195 (de Silva, 37.4
ov), 6-247 (Perera, 44.5 ov), 7-291 (Shanaka, 49.2 ov), 8-299
(Dananjaya, 49.6 ov) 
Bowling: Rabada 10 0 47 1, Dala 9 0 57 1, Mulder 8 0 59 2,
Phehlukwayo 8 0 60 2, Maharaj 10 0 32 1, Duminy 5 0 29 0

South Africa
H. Amla b Lakmal 0
Q. de Kock b Dananjaya 54         
A. Markram c & b Dananjaya 20
R. Hendricks b Dananjaya 0
H. Klaasen lbw b Dananjaya 3
J-P. Duminy c & b de Silva 12
P. Mulder lbw b Kumara 2
A. Phehlukwayo c Dickwella b Dananjaya 3
K. Maharaj c Lakmal b Dananjaya 8  
K. Rabada not out 12
J. Dala c de Silva b Kumara 5 
Extras (lb 1, w 1) 2
Total (24.4 overs) 121
Fall of wickets: 1-0 (Amla, 0.4 ov), 2-31 (Markram, 5.4 ov), 3-31
(Hendricks, 5.5 ov), 4-39 (Klaasen, 7.5 ov), 5-85 (Duminy, 15.1 ov),
6-92 (Mulder, 16.4 ov), 7-94 (de Kock, 17.6 ov), 8-95 (Phehlukwayo,
19.3 ov), 9-115 (Maharaj, 23.5 ov), 10-121 (Dala, 24.4 ov)
Bowling: Lakmal 4 0 22 1, Dananjaya 9 0 29 6, de Silva 4 0 21 1,
Perera 2 0 14 0, Kumara 5.4 0 34 2 Sri Lanka win by 178 runs South
Africa win the series: 3-2.

Scorecard from the fifth one day international between Sri
Lanka and South Africa in Colombo yesterday:

Captain Angelo Mathews hit 97 off 97 balls

MONTREAL: Sloane Stephens sent defend-
ing champion Elina Svitolina crashing out of
the WTA Canada tournament in Montreal on
Saturday to set up a rematch of the French
Open final against Simona Halep. American
third seed Stephens surged into Sunday’s
final against world number one Halep after
overpowering Svitolina 6-3, 6-3 in the day’s
second semi-final.

Stephens had dominated the first set, scor-
ing two early breaks to race into a 4-0 lead
against a hesitant Svitolina. Svitolina rallied
briefly to get back to 5-3 but then handed
Stephens another break and the first set
when she sent a forehand wide. The second
set was a similar story, with Stephens going
3-1 up after an early break.

The 25-year-old from Florida then over-
came a wobble in the fifth game, double-
faulting three times before eventually holding
for a 4-1 lead and closing out the set. US
Open winner Stephens will go against Halep
later, having only beaten the Romanian twice
in their previous eight meetings.

Halep, who defeated Stephens in three sets
at Roland Garros in June, earlier cruised past
Australia’s Ashleigh Barty 6-4, 6-1 to book
her place in the final. Halep was in control
from the outset against a nervous-looking
Barty, whose challenge was undone by a
string of unforced errors.

Barty was in trouble on her opening serv-
ice game, an error giving French Open cham-
pion Halep a break point which she duly con-
verted with a superb backhand crosscourt
winner. The next three games went with serve
to leave Halep 3-1 up and the 26-year-old
then bagged her second break in the fifth
game when another Barty error let Halep off
the hook to take the game to deuce.

A sensational backhand winner down the
line gave Halep a break point and when Barty
limply returned into the net on the next
exchange she found herself 4-1 down. Barty
grabbed a consolation break of serve to make
it 4-2, but was unable to claw back another
break as Halep took the first set 6-4.

Halep went for the jugular in the second
set, opening with two quick breaks to take a
3-0 lead. Barty offered a flicker of resistance
in the fourth game after earning three break
points to go to 0-40.

But once again Halep’s experience came to
the fore and she fought back to deuce and
saved another break point before holding for
4-0. Both players then held before Halep
soon took three match points at 0-40 in the
seventh game.

Barty fought back to deuce to delay the
inevitable, but Halep secured another break
to reach her third Canadian final in four
years. — AFP

Halep, Stephens 
in Montreal final

COLOMBO: South Africa’s Reeza Hendricks (L) gets dismissed by Sri Lanka’s Akila Dananjaya (unseen) as
wicketkeeper Niroshan Dickwella look on during the fifth and final one day international (ODI) cricket match
between Sri Lanka and South Africa at the R. Peremadasa Stadium in Colombo yesterday. — AFP

SPIELBERG: Jorge Lorenzo struck the final blow in a
dog fight with fellow Spaniard Marc Marquez, overtak-
ing at the start of the final lap yesterday to win the
Austrian MotoGP. Ducati’s Lorenzo and Marquez, on a
Honda, traded first place over the closing laps before
Lorenzo powered past on the home straight and then
held off Marquez on the next corner to pull away to win.
Lorenzo, who will be moving to Honda next season, said
he made an effort to conserve his tyres in the early part
of the race. “Ten laps to the end, I decided to attack,”
Lorenzo said immediately after the race. “I was stronger
in some areas, like uphill, he was stronger on the second
corner. When I passed him, I gave everything and
pushed to the limit. One of my best victories.”

Marquez could afford to savour the battle because
his closest rival in the standings, Italian veteran
Valentino Rossi, started from 14th on the grid and could
only climb to sixth. The Red Bull Ring remains the only
circuit in the championship where Marquez has not
won, with Ducati taking all three races since MotoGP
returned to the track in 2016. “This race I enjoyed,”
Marquez said. “There was a moment when I thought I

could lose the two Ducatis, but they came back.
“I gave everything, everything. I would try to defend

my position but he did it to me on the straight. Great
show.” Marquez now leads the standings by 59 points
as he closes in on a fifth top-class world title. Lorenzo
jumped to third overall, one point ahead of Andrea
Dovizioso who finished third on the other Ducati. The
Italian, who won last week in Brno, could not quite keep
up with the pace of the two leaders.

“I was third and I couldn’t ride in the way I wanted,”
Dovizioso said. “Three riders using three different tyres
and I used a little too much tyre. I don’t know maybe it was
the wrong tyre. But anyway, another Ducati won.” In
Moto2, Italian Francesco Bagnaia overtook Portuguese
Miguel Oliveira on the final corner to regain first place in
the standings. Oliveira (KTM) started two points ahead of
Bagnaia (Kalex) and grabbed an early lead. The pair pulled
clear of the field with Bagnaia on Oliveira’s rear wheel try-
ing to find a way past. The Italian briefly grabbed the lead
with five, four and two laps to go, but each time the
Portuguese rider struck back on the next corner.

The same thing happened on the last lap, but
Bagnaia then conjured one last attack, and this time
Oliveira could not reply. “When it was possible to
overtake him and when I did on the last corner it
was amazing,” Bagnaia said.

The victory means Bagnaia leads Oliveira by three
points in the standings. “It sucks a little bit to lose like
this,” said Oliveira. In Moto3, Italian teenager Marco
Bezzecchi won to extend his lead over injury-stricken
Jorge Martin at the top of the riders’ standings. KTM

rider Bezzecchi, 19, who started from pole for the first
time in his career, held off Enea Bastianini and Martin
to move 12 points clear of the Spaniard in the champi-
onship race. Martin, despite racing with a broken
wrist, finished third in a brave ride to keep his hopes
of a first world title alive. It was an incredible podium
finish from the 20-year-old Honda man, who missed
the Czech Grand Prix last weekend after crashing in
practice. —AFP

Lorenzo holds off 
Marquez to win 
Austrian MotoGP

SPIELBERG: Ducati Team’s Spanish rider Jorge Lorenzo
celebrates with the trophy on the podium of the
Austrian MotoGP Grand Prix at the Red Bull Ring in
Spielberg, Austria yesterday.— AFP

LONDON: England thrashed India by an innings and
159 runs to win the second Test at Lord’s yesterday
with visiting skipper Virat Kohli admitting: “We
deserved to lose.” Victory, achieved on the fourth day
of a rain-marred match featuring a total first-day
washout, put England 2-0 up in this five-match series.

“I am not very proud of the way we played,” said
Kohli. “England deserved to win; we deserved to lose.”
India slumped to 130 all out in their second innings,
with James Anderson taking his 100th Test wicket at
Lord’s en route to four for 23, with Stuart Broad’s four
for 44 featuring two wickets in two balls.

But, appropriately, Chris Woakes ended the match
when he had Ishant Sharma caught at leg-slip by debu-
tant Ollie Pope. Woakes, recalled in place of Ben Stokes
after his fellow all-rounder was omitted because of an
ongoing trial for affray, made 137 not out-his maiden
Test century-in England’s first-innings 396 for seven
declared.

His stand of 189 with Jonny Bairstow, an England
record for the sixth-wicket against India, helped the
hosts recover after they had slumped to 89 for four.
Anderson took five for 20 in swing-friendly conditions
as India collapsed to 107 all out in their first innings.

India batted for just 82.2 overs in the entire match,
with England’s lone innings occupying 88.1 overs. The
third Test at Trent Bridge starts on Saturday, with India
now looking to become only the second team in history
to win a five-Test series from 2-0 down after a Don
Bradman-inspired Australia achieved the feat against
England back in 1936/37. —AFP

England rout India 
by an innings and 
159 runs in 2nd Test

SCOREBOARD

India 1st Innings 107 (J Anderson 5-20)
England 1st Innings (overnight: 357-6)
A. Cook c Karthik b Sharma 21
K. Jennings lbw b Shami 11
J. Root lbw b Shami 19
O. Pope lbw b Pandya 28
J. Bairstow c Karthik b Pandya 93
J. Buttler lbw b Shami 24
C. Woakes not out 137
S. Curran c Shami b Pandya 40
Extras (b11, lb10, nb1, w1) 23
Total (7 wkts dec, 88.1 overs, 401 mins) 396
Did not bat: A Rashid, S Broad, J Anderson

India 2nd Innings
M. Vijay c Bairstow b Anderson 0
KL Rahul lbw b Anderson 10
C. Pujara b Broad 17
A. Rahane c Jennings b Broad 13
V. Kohli c Pope b Broad 17
H. Pandya lbw b Woakes 26
D. Karthik lbw b Broad 0
R. Ashwin not out 33
M. Shami lbw b Anderson 0
I. Sharma c Pope b Woakes 2
K. Yadav b Anderson 0
Extras (b6, lb6)                        12
Total (all out, 47 overs, 235 mins)     130
Result: England won by an innings and 159 runs.

Scoreboard on the fourth day of the second Test between England and India at Lord’s yesterday:

LONDON: England’s James Anderson (R) celebratres taking the wicket of India’s Mohammed Shami for zero
runs on the fourth day of the second Test cricket match between England and India at Lord’s Cricket Ground
in London yesterday. — AFP


